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Police Blotter is al colniiation prepare

d by (alllptLS Patrol to) repor! criimes clcuriTll

10/26/73
'unlocked office- in Building 20.
Recovery of a stolen motor Wallet was in a purse under desk.
vehicle in the Kresge Parking Complainant was in and out of
Lot. Stolen in Boston on Octo- office most of the day. No susber 25, 1973. Turned over to
pects.
CPD.
Larceny of two brief cases
from the coat room in basement

Report of a wallet theft from
jacket hung in du Pont Gym.
Wallet contained $20.00, drivers
license and the usual personal
cards, photos, papers, etc. No
suspects.

of Kresge Auditorium. Visitors
were attending a symposium at
the Little Theater.
10/30173
Larceny of a man's suede furlined coat from an unlocked
locker in du Pont locker room.

10/27/73
Student reports he observed a
subject sitting in his car parked
in the Westgate [I Parking Lot.
Upon inquiry he was told to
"mind
his own business."
Student left area and called the
Patrol. He observed the subject
leave the area in a car that was
reported to be stolen from Harvard Univesity. He reports his
ignition had been tampered
with. Patrols alerted,

10/31/7 3
Larceny of a wallet while
playing tennis at Indoor Tennis
Bubble. Wallet taken from
trouser pocket which had been

ill tile M111I

11/2/73
Larceny of a 1970 Mercw'y
from the Sloan Parking Lot.
1113/73
Unsuccessful attempt of a
larceny of a Motor Vehicle on
Memorial Drive. Ignition tampered with.

America has turned into a nation of sugar addicts.

In 1972 we consumed an average 126 pounds of
caloried sweeteners per person. More than two
pounds a week for each and every one of us. Enough
sugar to cause serious danger to your teeth, general
health and possibly even your heart.
If you think you're not eating as much sugar as
the average American, you're probably mistaken.
Much of our sugar intake is hidden in sweetened
foods like snacks and soda pop, cakes and candy,
desserts and cereals, and even in sauces and frozen
vegetables.

Report of three unsuccessful attempts to steal motor vehicles
from the Albany Garage. Vent
window in each attempt were
forced open.
Patrol reports 79 Ambulance
Runs during the month of October 1973.

placed on shelf inside bubble.

It's high time we stopped the sweet talk about
that sweet stuff. Here are some bitter facts from
doctors, nutritionists and the U.S. government:
Sugar con tains no vitamins, no minerals, no protein.
Sugar contains only calories - as many as 30 per
rounded teaspoon.
Sugar is not a necessary part of a balanced diet
you do not need to eat sugar at all since a healthy
body converts all the energy it needsfrom otherfoods.

ok

1/1/73

Larceny of two wallets from
T-Club Lounge while Folk
Dance was in progress.

Report of a bicycle theft
from in front of McCormick
Hall. Bicycle was left unattended
and not chained for a period of
three minutes.

Stedaets

10/28/73
Apprehension and subsequent
arrest of a parolee from the
Billerica House of Correction.
Subject was observed checking

meetings, and were not listened
to at all," Arbor stated. "I
wasn't even told there was a
team until recently." Members
of the client team could not be
reached for comment.
Arbor listed several complaints that residents had about
the renovations: the removal of
drinking fountains from the
floors; the removal of closets
from the rooms, necessitating
the use of wardrobes ("elephants"); the decrease in size of
some of the rooms; and the lack
of adequate kitchen space. He
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(Continued from page 1)

cars in the Westgate Parking Lot.

Upon routine questioning and
checking with the CPD it was
learned that subject had an extensive criminal record, Further
check revealed that he was driving a vehicle that had been
stolen from Somerville on October 24 1973.
10/29'7 3
Larceny of wallet from an

What should you do about this sour view of sweet
stuff? Now that you know that sugar is not all sweetness and light, here are a few suggestions. Skip presweetened cereals, try a little fresh fruit on regular
cereal instead. Put less sugar - or none at allin
your coffee or tea. Stop using sweets as a reward to
children for good behavior (or you run the risk of
giving them a sweet tooth for life.) Switch to snacks
and drinks like nuts, raw fruits, whole and skimmed
milk and unsweetened fruit juices.

'Zt
poposed
added that '"the electrical and
plumbing systems didn't need
work, but the heating system
did. They're replacing the electrical system and the plumbing,
but they haven't repaired the
heating."
Arbor stated that he has
"tried to organize some opposition to the rent increase," but
that most residents "don't seem
to care." He added that the
Graduate Student Council is
working on the problem, but
that "they've been told that
they don.'t have an interest - it's
not their buAsiness."
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Behind the
Central Square

Cambridge

by Fred Hutchison
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There wi li be heari ngs for the COl M ITTE Es on:
Nov. 7-EQkUAL OPPORTUNIiTY (Leon Trilling, x3-7481)
Nov. 7-STUDE NT E9NVI RONIVENT (David Major, x3-19 91 )
Nov. 12-gLIBRARY SYSTEM (Stanley Backer, x3-2258)
Nov. 1 2-WAGE AND SALARY REVIEW (Larry
{
Maguire, x3-4971 )

Nov. 14-COMFIMUNITYJ

a-7m

-

of today
working for
tomorrow
seeking answers
to the problems
that beset us
in cities and
suburbs
in parishes and
on campus
praying
I sharing
I-

SERVICE FUND BOARD
(Joe Collins, x3-1998)
Nov. 14-FOREIGN SCHOLARSHIP (Wiliamr
Locke, x3-5243)
Nov. 14-VISUAL-ARTS (Joanne Sliker, x3-507G)
Nov. 19- EDUCATIONAL ADVISORY-- MIT-WELLESLEY
UPWARD BOUND STEERING
(Louis Menand IaEl x3-7752)

counseling
celebrating
The Paulists
modern priests
on the move
serving Christ
throughout
North America

For more information about the above committees,
please calI the listed chairman.

For more information about the

Paulists, send for THE PAULIST
PAPERS-a new vocation kit of
posters, articles and
recordings.

All those undergraduatesinterested in app/ying for the above
committees must schedule a hearing at Room 403 of the
Student Center, x3-2696. no later than 4pm the day of the
-16 ?,; ;*
in tervie w.

Write to:
Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room 103
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(Continued from page 1)
that, in his view, "facismn is
prevalent in the United States."
When asked by a member of
the audience "What will happen
after Watergate?," Vidal replied,
"I really don't want Watergate
to end. I'm a Watergate addict I missed the entire Arab-Israeli
War because of Watergate."
If Nixon were to resign or be
impeached before the confirmation of Gerald Ford, Vidal said,
"[Speaker of the House Carl
Albert I should appoint a
Republican to be President and
then resign. It would have to be
better than Nixon."
Vidal
predicted that "Nixon will be
gone by December," and said,
"H e [ Nixo n ] isn't trying to stay
President - he's trying to stay
out of jail."
Vidal gave his view of Ameri-

N1 OTES
* This is the week of the MIT Red
Cross Blood Drive. Donations will be
accepted in the Sala de Puerto Rico,
2nd floor Student Center from
9:45am - 3:30pm through Friday.
Walk-in donors weicome. For information call x 3-791 1.

es tate of Gi on'

can politics in general: "There's
only one political party in
America - the Property Pazty.
It's the party of the 4.4%7c of the
ppopulation of this country who
own most of the businesses and
resources. It's the party that has
kept the other 95.6% from
questioning things for almost
200 years."
Massachusetts politics came
in for some particular knocks:
"The reason that Massachusetts
didn't vote for Nixon was that
politics here have been ccorrupt

so

long that

served under President Thomas
Jefferson: "The president is a
citizen, not a sovereign. Nixon
tends Lo forget this quitte often."
The detente with the Soviet
Union,
which the
NixonKissinger Administration claims
as its major accomplishment, is
not as important as "watching
our own military," according to
Vidal. "We should cool it with
the Soviets," Vidal said. "After
all, they don't have all the experience that our military has when it
comes to waging wars 8,000 miles
away.

you recognized

L

Nixon for what he really was,"
Vidal said.
"Citizen, not sovereign"
Vidal replied to a question on
the nomination of Ford for the
vice presidency by pointing out,
"Nixon appointed him," and adding, "Nixon also appointed
Agnew. I wouldn't be surprised," he continued, "if one
turned out as poorly as the
other."
Vidal cited the opinion of
Chief Justice John Marshall, who
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The Larry Carsman Blues Band played for an audience of pproximately 200 MIT and Wellesley students at the first of series of
concerts sponsored by the Student Center Committee last Saturday
night.
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I Discount to
MIT Students
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on pizza purchasedon premises
Open till 2 a.m. Weekdays
3 a.m. Weekends

ROYAL PIZZA
450 Mass. Ave.
Ph. 491-7293
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kY THiROUGH

* Research opportunities for undergrad and grad students in natural and
social sciences on a prospective multi(lisciplinary NSF team next summer,
investigating the development and
impacts of' narine aquaculture-waste
treatment systems. Contact Greg
Redmann at 498-6877.
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i Professors Franco Modigliani,
Paul Samuelson, and other members
of the Finance Group in the Sloan
School and Economics Department,
will lead a discussion for faculty
mimnbers and other employees of
MIT, t,- help them choose among the
various options which will be available to them under the new Tax
Sheltered Annuity Plan for employees, announced by the Admiinistration recently. The seminar is sclheduled for Tuesday, November 13,
from 5-7pro, in the Sala de Puerto
Rico, Student Center.
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witlh French Fries
~A ELL FOR JUST

* Brownlow M. Speer, Director,
Criminal Justice Program of the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights, will
talk on "Practice in the Lower Criminal Courts." Tuesday, November 6,
at 4:30pm - Mezzanine Lounge of
the Student Center. Sponsored 'by
the Prelaw Advisory Council and the
Coordinator of Law-Related Studies.

Regularly ' $3.95
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non-fictc{on, photos,
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NOw that you're used to MXToo

get to newthe nstntte
Two months ago, the term was just beginning. Freshman didn't know their way arou'd,
and were uncertain about the demands the Institute would make on them. Upperclassmen
were getting into the academic life for the new term. Involvement with extra-academic
activities was pretty far from everyone's mind.
But now the term is almost over; and you can see that your academic work is not going
to overwhelm you. Maybe now - no", that you know- MIT - you'd like to get to know the
Institute.
T'he Tech is one of the best places to do that. Working for The 7Tech you can kecp your
finger on the pulse-beat of the Instittute (feeble as it maxy be); you can get to know MIT- and the people that keep it going -- far better than anywzvhere else.
T1here are tangible benefits, too. Working on the photo or news staffs can give you
practical experience that still last a lifetime. Even enginecrs and scientists-especially
englnecers and scientists - need writing skills for effective communication of ideas. And our
busi ness and productio n staffs get salaries tor their wvorks.

So - now that you've got it tog-ther -- get together Fwith the orgarnizaton that can take
you behind the scenes at MIT. Join T/.:e Teh .
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By Norman D. Sandler
In the midst of a growing controversy
over the presidential Watergate tapes and
alleged obstructions of justice at the
highest levels of government, a House
subcommittee last week issued a report
detailing blatant misuse of governmental
agencies by the White House, and even by
the President himself.
The House Special Subcommittee on
Intelligence chaired by Rep. Lucien
Nadzi, D-Mich., recently completed an
investigation into the involvement of the
Central Intelligence Agency in the Watergate affair and associated White House
dirty tricks. The subcommittee's report,
printed and released last week, contained
some very interesting findings, strongly
suggesting that a number of the President's directives to the CIA last year were
improper and "had no support in reason
or law."
The subcommittee began its probe of
CIA activities on May 11, 1973, and
during the ensuing five months interviewed more than forty, including former White House aides, Watergate defendants E. Howard Hunt and James McCord
(fellow defendant G. Gordon Liddy re{'used to testify, and was held in cont.empt of Congress) and present and for] mer CIA officials.
The subcommittee found the CIA was
improperly involved in several White
House projects, most notably.the break-in
at the office of Dr. Daniel Ellsberg's
psychiatrist, the break-in at the Democratic National Committee headquarters
at the Watergate Apartments in Washington and several intelligence gathering
missions involving Hunt, who at the time
was serving as a White House consultant.
Hunt's meeting with Cushman
The first instance of CIA involvement
took place on July 7, 197 l, when Nixon
aide John D. Ehrlichman placed a telephone call to CIA Deputy Director Gen.
Robert E. Cushman, Jr.
Ehrlichman told Cushman that Hunt
had been hired by the White House, and
would be working on a project that
would require CIA assistance. Hunrt met
with Cushman two weeks later, and
Cushman said Hunt requested "flash alias
documentation and physical disguise
material," as well as a New York office
complete with secretary and telephone
answering service,
Cushman balked at the latter request,
and called Ehrlichman to say the Agency
would not be able to provide Hunt with
the office. Cushman testified Ehrlichman
then told him it would be "OK" without
the office, although when pressed on
details of the call, Ehrlichman told the
Senate Watergate Committee he was out
of town on the 22rnd, and could not have
spoken to Cushman.
Cushman told the Watergate comnmittee he took Ehrlichman's "OK" to mean
that he did not have to accede to Hunt's
extravagant requests for an undisclosed
project. The subcommittee identified the
mystery mission as a "domestic intelligence project" ordered by the White
House to gather incriminating information on the Kennedy family. Hunt met
with a Clifton DeMott at a motel at the
Providence, Rhode Island airport, and the
convicted Watergate conspirator later
termed the meeting "unproductive."
From Cushman's description of the
Ehrlichman-Hunt incident (after which
the CIA did supply Hui-t with alias
materials) an accurate picture of White
House control over the CIA can be
drawn. Witnesses before the subcommittee testified that requests froIm Nixon
aides were always taken to be orders from
"people who were speaking for the President." In the case of the Hunt request,
Agency assistance was given oatl3, after
the call from Ehrlichman. During his
meeting with Hunt, the Deputy Director
never questioned Hulnt's motives for
wanting the disguise, nor did lie press him
on the nature of his top secret White
Hlouse mission. Instead of evaluating
Hunt's request on the merits, Cushman
later said he felt -the CIA was being
ordered to assist [Hunt]."
Disclosures regarding Cushman's conversations with Hunt and Elrrlichman
miade by the subcommittee and the
Senate Watergate committee indicate
actions of the White House did not
comply with the Agency's charter contatined in the National Security Act of
1947.

$uSversioll o
SU

That the Agency shall have no
police, subpoena, law enforcement
powers, or internal security functions.
and That the Directorof Central Intelligence shall be responsible for protecting intelligence sources and
methods from unauthorizeddisclosure.
The CIA, according to former agent
Hunt, "was regarded as a service organization for the intelligence community
and certainly to the Chief Executive."
Hunt's assessment of White House control
over governmental agencies such as CIA
set the stage for a later attempt by the
White House to use the CIA to cover up
involvement in the Watergate break-in.
Stifling the FBI inquiry
Following the June 17, 1972, aborted
break-in at the Watergate the FBI, under
the direction of Acting Director L.
Patrick Gray, launched its own investigation of the case.
Theen-deputy director of the CIA, Gen.
Vernon A. Walters, told the Senate comnfittee last August that only six days
following the Watergate incident he met
with Nixon aides Ehrlichman and H.R.
Haldeman and CIA Director Richard
Helms to discuss possible "compromising" of CIA activities in Mexico if the
FBI investigation went any further.
The possibility was raised by
Haldeman, who at the same time pointed
out that the Democrats were beginning to
exploit the Watergate affair as a campaign
issue. Helms replied he knew of no such
Mexican operations, but Haldeman continued to stress the importance of keeping CIA interests secret. The White House
chief of staff then suggested Helms ex-

Ihe CI

plain the situation to Gray, in the hopes
the acting FBI director would curtail the
probe.
Walters testified Haldeman's suggestion was actually in the form of a
directive, and was taken to be an order.
The White House continued to explore
ways in which the CIA .nighthave been
involved, and Walters said former Nixon
counsel John Dean III met with him on
June 26, at which time Dean said in view
of the CIA backgrounds of several of the
defendants, the Agency must have been
involved. ,
At that point, Walters said he told
Dean, "any attempt to involve the
Agency in the stifling of this affair would
be a disaster. It will destroy the credibility of the Agency with the Congress, with
the nation. It would be a great disservice
to the President. I will not be a party to it
and am quite prepared, to resign before I
do anything that will implicate the
Agency in this matter... anything that
would involve any of these Governmental
agencies like the CIA and FBI in anything
improper would be a disaster for the
nation."
However, Walters said the White Htouse
pressure continued in attempting to link
the CIA to the break-in and use Agency
involvement as a possible defense and a
rationale for the Watergate affair.
Interviews and Intelligence
In addition to the break-ins at the
Watergate and the office of Ellsberg
psychiatrist Dr. Lewis Fielding, the subcommittee reported Agency support of
other missions to gather domestic intelligence, including a trip to Denver by Hunt
to interview Dita Beard in connection

with the ITT affair.
However, the evidence indicates further attempts by the White House to
misuse the Agency were resisted. According to documents submitted to the Senate
committee last summer, the White House
as far back as July 1970 wanted to
incorporate the CIA into a top secret plan
for domestic intelligence gathering, focusing on "individuals and groups in the
United States who pose a major threat to
internal security."
The plan was devised by White House
staffers, including Haldeman and Tom
Charles Huston, Huston drafted the plan
while working as a White House project
officer, and although the plan was never
put into effect, it demonstrates the selfserving attitudes of top level White House
aides and of the President himself, who
were willing to direct the Agency to
engage in operations prohibited by its
charter.
The subcommittee concluded that
"the National Security Act of 1947 must
be strengthened to assure that the CIA
not engage in any activity not included in
Section 102 of the Act, except as is
personally approved by the President."
However, legislative improvements and
additions to the Agency's charter will hot
assure the CIA is never again misused as it
was last year by the White House. Rather,
nothing short of an examination of the
Agency and its relation to the White
House will result in adequately protecting
the CIA and other similar "non-public"
governmental agencies from abuse by top
government officials. fNorman Sandler is
Executive Editorof The Tech ).
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By David E. Sullivan
The City of Cambridge goes to the
polls today for its biennial municipal
slugfest. It's been one of the strangest
election campaigns in the city's history.
In step with the nation's mood, Cambridge for the last few months has been
dominated by apathy and cynicism; yet
the fate of rent control, the police, land
development, and the schools make this
one of the most crucial elections ever for
the city. Last summer, The Real Paper's
Paul Solman was telling his readers that,
the way the race was shaping up, it was
probably a waste of time to vote; this
month, he screamed at them to register
and vote, commenting, "This is no time
for apathetic screwing around." He was
right, on the second try.
Especially for new voters, this November's ballot is sure to confuse. There
are more candidates than you can count
running for the nine City Council and six
School Committee openings. To make
matters worse, Cambridge votes "by the
numbers" - it is the only city in the
United States which still uses a preferential system of proportional representation. One way to describe this to an MIT
audience is to identify it with the Undergraduate Association elections here. As
unfortunate as that may be, it is vital to
point out that the first rule of voting
becomes to vote the ballot "all the way
down," thus avoiding the sin of "exhausting a ballot whose indicated preferences
have been eliminated from contention."
As usual, you can't tell the players
without a scorecard. There are three
major slates in the running this year.
Roughly from left to right they are: The
Grass Roots Organization (GRO), the
Cambridge Civic Assoeiation (CCA), and
the so-called
"Independent"
slate.
("Independent" as used here does not
mean non-partisan, but rather "antiCCA.") Briefly, it looked as if GRO
and CCA might be able to print a joint
slate card (to be distributed at the polls
on Election Day), thus forming a "radical
liberal coalition" of sorts. Unfortunately,
the CCA, fearful of being tagged with the
",radical" label, scotched the idea at a
Board of Directors meeting last Monday.
Instead, however, the "left wing" of the
CCA slate, known as the Common Slate,
will print a joint card with GRO, and will
also appear on the CCA slate, See what I
meant about confusion?
Luckily, on the other hand, the issues
are pretty clear. Part of the reason for the
apathy this year may be that there is no
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obvious overriding issue, a role which rent
control played in 1971. However, rent
control is still here as an issue - an
Independent victory this year means the
end for even the existing minimallyworkable system, and an unnmitigated
triumph for the big landlords. Joining
that issue on the Council side of the
ballot are such questions as what to do
about the police in the wake of last year's
"Largey incident" (in which an East Cambridge youth died, allegedly as the result
of a police beating): how to deal with
land development in cases like Kendall
Square and the Kennedy Library-Museurn
complex at Harvard; and who will be the
city manager, a Council appointee who
holds the real power in Cambridge. On
the School Committee side, there is an
overriding issue: will the city keep its new
progressive black School Superintendent,
Alf Cheatham, or will he be replaced by a
reactionary hack like the one he succeeded?
The spectre now taking physical form
for every reform-minded Cantabrigian is
that of Independent majorities sweeping
into power on both the Council and the
School Committee. The fear is for good
reason, since for the first time in Cambridge history, the Independents have
succeeded in putting together a real slate
this year, submerging their very real
competition with each other for patronage, in a shared hate of the CCA and
especially the GRO "radicals." The
implication, of course, is that the allimportant vote "transfers" which meant
victory for CCA several times in the past
will now also occur among Independent
candidates, with potentially devastating
results. This is especially true in view of
the CCA refusal to print a poll card
jointly with GRO.
And, although they don't even have a
common platform, if the Independents
ever put majorities into office, it will be
decidedly bad news: free rein for the
police. an end to rent control, a return to
patronage government by hacks (probably with the infamous Ed Crane as city
manger), and a pink slip for the new
School Superintendent. It could all very
easily happen. And, by the way, if you
think it's tough for students to register to
vote now, just wait and see what it's like
with Ed Crane as City Manager.
So the name of the game is: vote this
Tuesday, and vote the entire CCA and
GRO slates. GRO has endorsed Council
candidates only: Mary Amato, John
Brode. Paul Chase, Frank Fraumeni,
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Saundra Graham, and John Marcy. The
CCA endorsees are Barbara Ackermann,
and David Wylie for Council, and for
School Committee Tim Callahan, Eric
Davin, Orie Dudley, Peter Gesell, Charles
Pierce, Mary Ellen Preusser, and Alice
Wolf.
Finally, let me put in a plug for the
man I'm giving my "number one" vote.
In April 1972, Iand two other members
of the MIT community (Ben Ross and
Chemistry Professor Jeff Steinfeld) got
together with nine other progressive
people to try to take over the Ward Two
Democratic Committee, the local party
structure. It was too late to get on the
ballot, but we ran "on stickers," and by
convincing three out of every four voters
(including plenty from MIT) to paste
them on the ballot, we won. One of our
pledges was to seek out qualified candidates to try for office from our unrepresellted area. We didn't have far to
look- Paul Chase, one of our slate-mates,
was it. Give him a "number one" on
Tuesday, and then vote for the rest of the
GRO and CCA slates.
{David Sullivan '74 is a member of the
Camn bridge W1ard 2 Democratic
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WASHINGTON, NOV 4 - The resignation flags were run up the flagpole this
weekend; Washington waits to see who
will salute.
Over the weekend, the Detroit News,
the New York Times and other papers
editorially called for Richard Nixon to
perform one last great service to the
nation by resigning his office.
On Friday Joseph Alsop, a staunch
supporter of any occupant of the White
-}louse, independent of the President's
personality, party or policies, (N.B. this
Alsop is often credited with receiving his
information from the horse's mouth or
other portion of the anatomy) wrote that
Nixon should resign when Gerald Ford is
confirmed as vice president. Alsop is not
bothered by allegations of scandal surrounding this administration, he merely
thinks Nixon has lost most, if not all, of
his ability to govern.
On Friday night, in a speech at Kansas
University at Manhattan, Kansas, conservative columnist William Buckley, brother
of US Senator James Buckley, Cons.-NY,
stated that he thought Nixon would
resign due to the impact of the Watergate
crimes. Bill Buckley is of the opinion that
Nixon will resign if he is asked to do so
by a group of senators which must
include Sen. Barry Goldwater, R.-Ariz.
Buckley did not offer an estimate of
when such a group would form, decide on
a course of action, and, in fact, approach
Nixon on the matter.
In its November 12 edition, Timne
magazine, for the first time in its history,
will publish an editorial. The editorial will
advocate Nixon's resignation. Bear in
mind that Time 's sister publication in the
Luce empire, the now defunct Life magazine, endorsed Nixon for re-election last
November.
Pressure is building for the resignation
of Richard Nixon; only one man knows
when the heat will be too hot in the
kitchen. In the middle of the summer, it
was estimated Nixon would be unemployed by August at the latest. However,
John Dean came and John Dean went.
leaving Nixon sullied but in office.
This time there is a difference. Not
just the left wing, liberal news media and
politicians are recommending that Nixon
actively -pursue his campaign to economize in government by resigning, hence
sparing the nation the cost of two private
presidential residences, but also the
middle-of-the-road and also right-wing
mlemnbers of the polity are advocating
resignation. It is difficult to predict the
exact course or timing olf future events,
but some broad guidelines to Nixon's
t clayior are discernible.
In T7he Presidential ('haracer, Duke
University Professor Jarnes David Barber
analyzed presidents ill telms of two characteristics. The first is the president's
action style, which may be either active
or passive. The second is the person's
positive-negative affect toward the job.
Nixon is classified as an active-negative
presid'ent.
Three other modern active-negatives
were Woodrow Wilson, Herbert Hoover
and Lyndon Johnson. In the book,
Barber describes the tragedies (Wilson the
League of Nations. Hoover and the great
depression and Johnson and the Vietnam
war) which befelled each of these men
during their presidencies asa result, in no
snmall part, of their active-negative characters.As Barber puts it, the ultimate political tragedies that were visited upon each

of these three men "show a common
pattern, the essence of which is this: the
The overarching characteristic of the
entire process is rigidification. It has been
obvious for some time that Nixon's
actions and opinions with respect to
Watergate have rigidified.
The five characteristics of the struggle
each man went through in coping with his
crisis are: 1) a fight against giving in
which is manifested by casting the basic
issue in moralistic terms, thus making
compromise impossible; 2) an attempt to
solve a problem through sheer work; 3)
the lone struggle in which the president
engages; 4) an appeal by the president
"for faith in himself as bearer of the
nation's promises;" and 5) an emergent
enemy who develops into a focus for the
president's agression.
It is obvious that the five characteristics of an active-negative's struggle are
manifested by the current Oval Office
occupant. Consider the following pairing
of direct quotations from the statements
of Richard Nixon with Barber's innerstruggle phases:
1) On the fight against giving in: "We
will not provide presidential documents
to a special prosecutor. We will provide,
as we have in great numbers, all kinds of
documents from the White House, but if
it is a document involving a conversation
with the President, I will have to stand on
the principle [emphasis added] of confidentiality." Press conference number 35,
Oct. 26, 1973.
2) On solving a problem through sheer
work: -Whatever may now transpire in
the case - whatever the actions of the
grand jury, whatever the outcome of any
eventual trials - I must now turn my full
attention once again to the larger duties
of this office. I owe it to this great office
that i hold and I owe it to you - to our
country. I know that as attorney general,
Elliot Richardson will be both fair and
fearless in pursuing this case, wherever it
leads. I am confident that with him in
charge, justice will be done. There is vital
work to be done toward our goal of a

To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in response to
the remarks by Dick Gregory about the
CIA quoted in the October 30 issue of
The Tech. To say that his charges that the
CIA engineered the assinations of John
and Robert Kennedy is unsupported by a
single scrap of evidence would be too
kind. Such charges reflect a warped view
of American politics bordering on the
demented. Mr. Gregory's statements put
him in a class with Robert Welch of the
John Birch Society who claims that
America is being run by a conspiratorial
group called the Bavarian Illunminati. (Mr.
Welch claims that the illuminati were
formed in the 1 750's and have caused all
the social and political turmoil in this
country and the rest of the world for the
past 200 years).
Mvir. Gregory's remarks are irresponsible because in the present epoch there is
a very great need for intelligence agencies
such as the CIA. The recent Middle East
war underscores the need for good intelligence work; throughout the crisis intelligence agencies were called upon to make
estimates of the strengths of the opposing
military forces, the Intentions of the
non-involved Arab states, and above all
the intentions of the Soviet Union. Without such estimates the United States
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would have been hard pressed to control
the crisis.
The CIA did make some mistakes with
regard to the Watergate affair, i.e. it let
itself be involved in a minor way in
domestic politics. However, such relatively small errors hardly justify attacks
such as the one made by Dick Gregory.
Ernest Evans
Graduate Student
Dept of Political Science
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Some action seems imminent, exactly
what will happen is unclear. However, in
what may be his final crisis, Richard
Nixon will probably hem, to the one trait
which has characterized his political
career above all others - not patriotism,
not interest in the national welfare. not
the good of the Republican party, but
rather expediency. (SQA from WaShing-

To the Editor:
Your recently printed article on the
comet of 1974, Kohoutek lacked an
important fact; in the past, comets have
been omens ol the downtall ot important
rulers.
David Stork
Bexley

t

$

Clifford estimated that the public
knows only 20 per cent of what has
happened during the Nixon administration; Nixon knows it all.
Make an attempt to put yourself ill
Richard Nixon's shoes. lie knows what
crimes he has committed, condoned, and
authorized. He has not yet been advised
by a US attorney that he is under
criminal investigation. Thus, both because
he is not under grand jury investigation as
was Spiro Agnew and because there has
been adverse public reaction to the lack
of time in prison for Agnew, Nixon
realizes that lie will have difficulty trading his office for his freedom.' He could
attempt to make adeal with the attorney
general of the day, but it would be
extremely awkward.

To the Editor:
We believe the flag of ouLr house has
been stolen. If anyone in the MIT
community is responsible for this act, we
would appreciate the speedy return of
our flag, Our interest is not rivalry of
revenge, simply retrieval; please remain
anonymous if you prefer.
Mick Apted
President
Theta Delta Chi

B1 Ao

4,.33 MASS. AVE.
Cema'all Square

Even without Barber's typology, it is
perfectly clear that once again the rigidity
peculiar to an active-negative president'
has placed the nation in sore straits. In
1968, America faced a similar crisis. An
active-negative president, in office for five
years, lost the confidence of his constituents and, in effect, resigned. It just
happened that Johnson's five years ran
out in a election year. It appears that
Nixon's five years have run out just after
an election year.
Just as Nixon listens to few advisors,
Johnson also had a small, if somewhat
larger, coterie of confidents. In the unfulfilled hope that insight into the process
surrounding Johnson's decision would
shed light on Nixon's dilemma, this columnist spoke last week to one of
Johnson's closest advisors. This man has
been credited with reversing Johnson's
attitude toward American involvement in
the war and beginning the recently completed process of disengagement.
The well-modulated voice of Clark
Clifford carried the message that Johnson
had been conscious of the fact that he
symbolized the divisions caused by Vietnam and that as president he would never
be able to heal the wounds in the
American body politic. Clifford thinks
that Nixon's problems are indicative that
Nixon has lost the people's confidence
and paralyzed the government. Clifford
believes that the current crisis will
worsen, and that Nixon will consider the
next three years and conclude that he
should resign in the national interest.
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5) The emergent enemy: 'I have never
heard or seen such outrageous, vicious.
distorted reporting in 27 years of public
life. I am not blaming anybody for that.
Perhaps what happened is that we did
bring it about, and therefore, the media
decided that they would have to take that
particular line. But when people are
pounded night after night with that kind
of frantic, hysterical reporting, it natually
shakes their confidence." Press conference number 35, Oct. 26, l 973.

"If you share my belief in these goals
- if you want the mandate you gave this
administration to be carried out -than I
ask for your help to insure that those
who would exploit Watergate in order to
keep us from doing what we were elected
to do will not succeed.
"I ask tonight for your understanding
so that as a nation we can learn the
lessons of Water-ate, and gain from that
experience.
"I ask for your help in reaffirming our
dedication to the principles of decency,
honor and respect for the institutions
that have sustained our progress through

~~~~~~~~$
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these last two centuries.
"And I ask for your support in getting
on once again with meeting your problems, improving your life, building your
future." Address to the nation, Aug.15,
1973.

"These are great goals, worthy of a
great people, and I would not be true to
your trust if I let myself -to be turned
aside from achieving those goals.
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lasting structure of peace in the world work that can not wait. Work that I must
do." Nationwide address, April 30, 1973.
3) The lone struggle: "On Christmas
Eve, during my terrible personal ordeal of
the renewed bombing of North Vietnam,
which after twelve years of war finally
helped to bring peace with honor, I sat
down just before midnight." Nationwide
address, April 30, 1 973.
4) The appeal to faith: "Last November, the American people were given the
clearest choice of this century. Your
votes were a mandate, which I accepted.
to complete the initiatives we began in
my first term and to fulfill the promises 1
made for my second term.
"This administraton was elected to
control inflation - to reduce the powei
and size of government - to cut the cost
of government so that you can cut the
cost of living - to preserve and defend
those fundamental values that have made
America great - to keep the nation's
military strength second to none - to
achieve peace with honor in Southeast
Asia and to bring home our prisoners of
war - to build a new prosperity, without
inflation and without war - to create a
structure of peace in the world that
would endure long after we are gone.
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Hey, Kids! You've got 51 chances "to wi,n!
-$25.(00 cash First Prize plus;

- 50 snazzy and aiIuring Schaefer lKnight

& Dragon T-shisrt to the next 50 runners-up.

ONCE a KNIGHT FELT COMPELLEP
TO GET IT ON AMP TELL 11 LIKE

IT

15 SO HE XULD GET HIS HEAP
STRAIGHT AND PUT POWN ANY
1BAD VIBES THAT MSHT BE GOING

DOWN~ BETWEEN NISJhiELF AN3P
1115 ROOM^MAT7E, A, PRAGON.
ANP HE P1P SAY: "LOOK, MAN,
YOU C)WE ME SEVERAL CARLOADS
OF 5CHJAEFER BEER ANC2 IT'S
ABOllT TIME YOU v121SOMETHING
FORt ME. IF Y\OU GF-T IYE A lPATE,

A!ND~THE DRAGONJ 07IP AGREE ANDI
PIP REPAIR TO THlE PHt:NE BOOTH1
OF- THE LOCAL TAVERN WHERE
'TtE NAMAES OF SEVERAL WILLING
MAIDEK' WERE LISTED. BU`T
ALA5, HE AAET WITH LITTLE
SUCCESS FOR THE KNIGHT' WA5
KNOWN BY ONE ANP ALL TO BE,
iN THE PARLANCE OF -THE
UNIVER51TA'S, AN "INNYSKAY

Cach vvriersl.
I

Ai Iyou've got to do
iswrite a socko
punchlilnefor the_
Schaefer Kinight
& Dragon
cartoon printed
below. Write your
boffer on the handy
coupon below or, if
it's especially long
and boring, use a
separate piece of
paper.

WHERE HE DID ACQUIRE A
BUT, NOT WILLING TO FORFEIT
MEc CH;ANCE TO ERADICATE H'S5 SUITARLE AAAi-C/ FOR ONE SO
GIFTEP AS THlE KNIIGRT.
:7EB1L ITQTI NG PE BT, THlE PRAG ONs
C7117 REPAIP, TO THF- CAMPUS
S~end -to:Schaefer Contest. PO Box 2934,
NOVELTY 5HOP.
Grand Central Station. New York. New York 1001 7
C

Name

I

I

I Address

EEPCRAY.'wtl)

I

I- School

I'LL FO)RGET ABOUT THE E3EER!'

I

T-Shirt Size S IA L XL

I
I
I
I
I

AMP THE KWICET, IN PREPARAXION
MCR H15"RENDEZ-VOUS"(Z) DID GROC
HIMSELiF MOST FASTIDIOUSLY ANP PIP
PUT ON ICE PLEN7Y OF SCHAEFER
BEER, LONG KNOWN TO B3E 7HE m
PE.RFWT ELIXI R FOR "TR57ING Pi3
BECAUSE IT HI5 FIAVOR THdAT
COMES ON BRIGHT & CRISP, EVEN
AS EVEN1TIPE FADES TO MORNS.

.AND 50 HE DID7 BEGINI TO EN4TERTAINl
THdE M!AhID IN HIS CHfAMBEF?5. HE EPlG
COUReT HEIR W1HTH dE 1BEST IN FOLK
MUSIC, 81G* HITS OF zTHE FORTIES,"
Ahl£; THEM 91D REGAL E HER WITH
HIS POLITICAL WISDOM.

UNSDAUNTED tlE WENT ON TO RECITE I
"GREAT MONMEtT5 IN MEVICINE4 ANDW
|
WHISPERED SWEET N07lHING5.
WHENCE H1E DIPv NAKE Hl5 MOV)E .
I

provng once again that

I
I
I

I
I

t-. INNYVKAY EEPCRAY: (PIC LATIN) NDT SOCIALLY CESIBRBLE. 2. RENDEZ-YOUS: (FR.) THE SIMULTANEOUS CONJUNCTION OF TWO VjBJECTS
3. 7TYTWN6. NOE) TE GETI% OF !TON.
AT THE 53AE PC!NT IN TIME -YOV.

|IAll entries rn-st be postmarked no later than
Novemler 17, 1973. Entries will be judged solely
ton the basis of humorous content and will be pubIlished at the discretion of the judges. You mtust be
at least a8 years o'd to enter. Contest void where
'rhb
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By Paul Schindler
MIT is about to have a humor
:-iagazine once more, whether it
.rants one or not, according to
3rian E. Bradley '76, VooDoo,
vhich was founded in 1919,
lied after fifty years of operaion of financial causes; specifi:ally, inability to pay $4900 in
tebts. The demise was, Bradley
loted,"greeted with the same
,eneral sense of remorse that a
:ommunity feels when a rabid
log passes away."
The new editor continued,
toting that (the VD, as it is
ometimes known) "is sworn to
[phold the magazine's tradition
If mismanagement, poor taste,
nd disregard for the public welare., '
The magazine's history could
>e characterized as "checkered"
t best; during its fifty years of
xistence, VD saw several of its

0

Bradley got an early start in
the financial area; the second
officer appointed for the magazine was business manager Jerry
Dausman '7 6. Dausmnan summed
up his business philosophy:
"them that has gets."
Whlie he mutters about lead
fungo bats, flaccid bagels and
dogs, Bradley stated that he is
determined to see the magazine
succeed. "I figure ! can rake 20%7o
off the top and still put out a
magazine," he added.
u sing
VD is currently
W20-401 as a mail drop, and
operating, such as it is, evenings
at 232-795 9.

issues confiscated by various
police a -en cies. One issue
prompted a formal complaint to
MIT because of its depiction of
officers.
law enforcement
Contemporary records reveal
two distinguishing characteristics
of the magazine through most of
its life: rivalry with The Tech,
and periodic statements by the
editorial board that "new
measures will be instituted to
prevent any future recurrence of
the severe lapse of judgement
and taste which occured in the - issue."
Yet after all the admonitions
from the Dean's office, and at
least one occasion when the
entire board was removed and
the magazine run by student
government (an event unlikely
to recur), censorship did not kill
VooDoo, according to Finboard
sources, finances did.
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The Historc OLD VILNA SHUL
16 Phillips St., Beacon Hill, Boston
invites the Jewish students to our Traditional
Orthodox Services.
SABBATH: 9 am
F R IDAY: Sundown
followed by a delicious Kiddush
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238 MAIN STREET, CAMBRIDGE
Right in the heart of'AlIT

(Near Kendall Post Office)

I"CATERING

TO YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS"
FULL LINE OF COSMETICS, GIFTS, SUNDRIES
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Women' Service
offergingproblempregnancd
offering problem pregnancy counseling

Free P eg aCy Tess
and referrais for pregnancy termination
and birth control
Call 738-1370
7 days a week
Open 9-9
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:IVIL ENGINEERS. Overseas:
o advise on dam construction,
,rigation systems, water works.
\t home: to prepare cost estinates on housing, develop fundng proposals, review architect's
lans, etc. Peace Corps/VISTA
ngineers get much more responibility and experience than their
leers who go to work for private
ngineering firms. Talk to a repesentative in the Placement
)ffice on Nov. 19,20. Sign up
cday for an interview.
:requently the difference beween a marginal and a going
)usiness is the inability of the
ormer to hire consultants. Busness grad uates working for
are
and Peace Corps
,STA
/
ielping tochange that situation.
f you have a BBA, MBA, or
OPA, you should look into
/ISTA and Peace Corps. It's
Experience you'll get with no
)ther organization. A representaive will be in the Placement
)ffice on November 19 and 20.
iign up now for a interview.
'each

Math and Science Where

he Earth is Flat, Rocks are Evil,
nd Turtles Are Sacred. As a
leace Corps teacher, you'll get
ome tough questions from your
tudents. Like: How does the
urtle Vishnu swimmina in his
ea of milk and pushing up the
ree of life fit into your theories
If the world, Mr. Bob?

A Peace Corps/VISTA representative will be in the Placement
Office on November 19, 20. Sign
up now fo' an interview.
I

$25 Reward offered for inforconcerning and subsequent return of a Men's wristwatch, left in the Men's rest
room on the 4th floor of the
Student Center between 5:15
and 5:45 on Thurs. Nov. 1.
247-8691. John Sorenson.
mation
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STUTTERERS
needed for Federally funded research program. Age 16-50. Subjects will be paid. Contact: Anne
Dept.
Newm an, Psychology
University.
Northeastern
437-3077. Mon-Fri 9-5.

i.,
11

20% - 50% OFF ON ALL
STEREO EQUIPMENT. Stereo
Compacts, and
C o mpo nen ts,
TV's. All new, in factory sealed
cartons. 100% guaranteed. All
major brands available. Call Mike
anytime. 891-6871.
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, ISTA'& Peace Corps
~-f have hundreds of job for Seniors. .
wgMopenings

agriculture to ,s

,r.Zoology. Get experi-¢
Ad~i ence you can find In
other organiza-,
laRno
tion. Reps wivll be I n:-&
the Placement Office
soon. Sign up nowva,.
f
in Placement for an

The BSR 810 and 710 have their brains in
their shaft. A carefully machined metal rod
holding eight precision-molded cams. When
the cam shaft turns, the cams make things
happen. A lock is released, an arm raises and
swings, a record drops, a platter starts spinning,
the arm is Ivered, the arm stops, the arm raises
again, it swings back, another record is dropped
onto the platter. the arm is lowered again,
and so on, for as many hours as you like.
Deluxe turntables from other companies do
much the same thing, but they use many
more parts-scads of separate swinging arms,
gears, plates, and springs-in an arrangement that is not nearly as mechanically
elegant, or as quiet or reliable; that produces
considerably more vibration, and is much
more susceptible to mechanical shock than
the BSR sequential cam shaft system.
When you buy a turntable, make sure you
get the shaft. The BSR 710 and 810. From
the world's largest manufacturer of automatic
turntables.
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BSR (USA) Ltd,
Blauvelt, New York 10913
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i've been typing Masters and
P h.D's
Full Time
for 4 years (and still love it!) I'd
be happy to help you. (IBM
Correcting Selectric) 894-3406
(Weston).

t~M+From

Fou don't put legends like these
1own because they are a vital
)art of your student's culture.
lne of the challenges of teachng math and science in a develop!ng country is to create ac:eptance for these subjects withn the frame work of anchient
:raditions.
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By Glenn Brownstein
MIT evened its regular season
record at 5-5-1 and goalie
Ritchie Straff '74 picked up his
fifth shutout of the year as the
Engineers defeated Colby 2-0 at
windy Briggs Field Saturday.
The major factor of the game
was not so much the respective
talent of the teams as it was
their ability to handle a 20 to 25
MPH wind that blew downfield
the entire game.
MIT, going with the wind the
first half, scored first at 4: 34 on
a line drive from outside the
penalty area by Paul Fernandez
'76. The shot, which would normally be an easy save for a

much different. Colby, playing
with the wind, had some early
problems adjusting to the difference, but settled down to get a
number of opportunities in
MIT's end. Colby outshot the
Engineers 15 to 4 during the
half, but could not score, largely
because of excellent goaltending
by Straff and solid defense on
the part of the MIT backs, led
by MIT's captain and center
halfback, Mark Abkowitz '74.
The Engineers conclude theix
Greater Boston League and
home seasons Tuesday at 2:00
against Boston University. Their
final game will be Saturday
afternoon at Coast Guard.

goalie, was made impossible by
the wind. Fernandez was assisted
by Gus Arboleda '74 on the
goal.
The Engineers added another
goal at 23:07 on a penalty shot
converted by Shin Yoshida '76.
The shot resulted from a hand
ball called against the Colby left
fullback. The goal was Yoshida's
sixth this year, leading the team.
The rest of the half was
played almost completely in
Colby's end, but MIT, despite
many good chances, could not
score again. The Techb eleven
outshot Colby 22 to 5 in the
half.
The second half, though, was

coac 's rN
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Sunday, Nov. I 1
Sailing (MF) Dinghy Invitational
@ Coast Guard
Monday, Nov. 12
Cross Country (JV/F,V) IC4A's
@ Van Cortland Park
Saturday, Nov. 17
Fiske-HarrimanSailing (MV)
Sleigh Trophy @ Coast Guard
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Saturday, Nov. 10
Soccer (MV) Coast Guard, away,
2 pm.
Cross
Country
(JV/F,V)
NCCAA's
Sailing (MV) Dinghy Invitational
@ Harvard
Sailing (WV) Emily L. Wick Lark
Championship, home
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Insurance Agency. Inc.
11 Dunster St.. Harvard Square (next to the Holyoke Center).
876-0876. Representing Aetna, Travelers, Hartford.
I-

Tuesday, Nov. 6
Soccer (MV) BU, home, 2prm.

Have The Tech mrnailed to your home
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Keep up with what's going on at MIT

Good service isn't something you should have to pay for.
So when you buy car, apartment, or any insurance from us,
there's no service charge tacked on.
And we'll only sell you what you need.
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their minds.
The trip back to the dock
went faster. Hunger was upon
us. The thought of a Twenty
Sewers burger sent the adrenalin flowing down the veins of the
seven sets of rhythmically pulsing muscles. Someone burped.
"Ease her in" exclaimed the cox.
We were back. Almost dry and a
bit worn out, but we were back.
We had entered the putrid
depths of the river Charles and
lived to tell the tale. We had
been initiated to the sport of
rowing.
As we parted company on
that Friday evening we were
extremely enthusiastic. We knew
we didn't have a chance of winning our event. But, we'd try.
Maybe.
Class day is coming up Saturday. Events start at the Pierce
Boathouse, Be there.
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shell in the water and picked up
our oars.
"Ports hold, starboards in,"
boomed the voice of our coxswain, Rick McKie. Everybody
tried to climb into the boat at
the same time. According to
crew jock procedures, this is
uncool. Explain the difference
between a port and a starboard.
Try again.
Amid cries of "We ain't even
out on the river yet and I'm
seasick," and "Mommy," we
were off.
The thoughtful Dave Green
turned on the flashlight in the
bow of the shell. Due to a lack
of headlights, this was our only
means of avoiding a collision
with another boat. The coxswain
is supposed to help in this respect, but he was busy enough
trying to avoid collisions with
the Cambridge wall of the river
and the BU boathouse.
After what seemed like hours
of rowing, catching a few
"crabs" and a lot of praying, a
cry arose from the bow to, "turn
around before we were lost in
the depths of Newton." Someone else noticed that we were
almost utip to the BU bridge and
supper time was rapidly approaching. Food - the magic
crew jock word.
The order came clown from
the stern: "Turn her around."
The enthusiastic applause that
escaped the lips of the novices is
hard to imagine. The vision of
beer had magically appeared in

wonder," Norm Sandler, mumbling, "How did I get myself
sucked into this." Sandler, who
was fairly quivering with anticipation, was immediately given
an oar before this enthusiasm
dwindled. In position three (or
five depending on which end
you counted from) came Tom
Vidic. Tom, although a sophomore, is a first year staffer who
"Ain't learned enough to stay
away from dis pack of cretins
yet." I rowed at two, followed
by Dave Green in the bow. The
11 0-pound wonder, Green, is
more at home with a camera
than with an oar in his hand, but
he attacked the standing water
with a fervor of a man twice his
size.
After an hour of listening to
McNamee tell us what we were
doing wrong, (after all, we were
in the tank and he was watching)
trying to follow Barb's cadence,
and splashing each other, we
decided to try the real thing.
Out of the tank we piled,
picked
up our sweats, and
bounded clown the stairs. The
enthusiasm was soon quelled,
however; much to our surprise,
it was dark outside. After prying
Sandler off the wall and assuring
him that there was no reason to
be afraid of the dark (the slime
monster from the Charles was
destroyed by the power of technology several years ago), we
chose a boat. After a few minor
incidents on the way from the
bay to the dock, we placed the
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to by David Tenenbauml

junior eight (reallyseven) practices onvindy river with 210lb. oswain

By Fred Elhutchison
Put seven people from the
staff of The Tech, an eight man
crew shell and a 210 pound
coxswain together and what do
you get? The Tech s junior eight
(minus Schindler who claims he
had to tool) in preparation for
Class Day 1973.
The talent pool from which
these hardy fools were selected
isn't very large. Consequently
three of the seven oarspeople
practicing on Friday had never
been inside a shell before and a
fourth (myself) had served a
brief two week stint under frosh
heavy coach Don Saer before
deciding that crew wasn't his
sport
Coach (?) Mike McNamee
wouldn't let us immediately out
on the river (sure disaster for a
pack of novices in a tippy [or
tipsy] crew shell); so we piled
into the "tank." Now the tank is
a horrible excuse for a five foot
wide shell made of concrete. The
only reasonable attribute of the
tank is that it is nowhere near
the river. This is an even bigger
plus if you don't like the
thought of swimming in the
Charles at any time of the year,
let alone the first of November.
So, into the tank. Put the
insides of an eight-man shell on a
concrete base, place a stream of
water on each side of this island,
add a few oars, a few people and
you're ready to go on a rowing
experience that takes you nowhere..
Barb and Julia had rowed
before. They got stuck in the
stern. Next came the "blonde

;
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Gordon V. Kelly .. BS Springfield College 1960... Co-captain
track team 1960... New England Champion Pole Vault 1960..
Football, track coach Monmnouth Regional HS New Jersey . .. 11th
season at MIT... Assistant track coach 1 962-72 ... First season
varsity track and field coach. . In 1 0 years as field events coach his
men have won five New England Individual Championships and
broken nine MIT field records..
Indoor/outdoor teams have won
90 dual meets and two Eastern
Small College Championships..
Native of Long Island.
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